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Abstract: Micro\·tave abso~bing materials are employed 
--- in the testing of r adiating devices partic-
ularly when the space available is restricted. The 
Smith Chart has been found useful in the design of 
these absorbing materials but one of the major problems 
in the use of the Smith Chart for this application is 
the fact that the lossy dielectrics used may have a 
complex ch3racteristic impedance , The Smith Chart as 
usually used assumes that the characteristic impedance 
is a real number, The modifications necessary in the 
use of the Smith Chart for complex characteristic im-
pedances are given. Also, a graphical method of using 
another type of impedance chart together with the Smith 
Chart has been developed and is presented, 
In the design solutions presented it is assumed 
that both the permeability and permittivity of the 
dielectrics are complex numbers and that the plane 
electromagnetic waves are normally incident upon the 
dielectric , The design of a one-layer, two- layer and 
mult i - layer absorbing material is given , Also, a de -
sign solution for an absorber using conducting films 
as well as absorbing dielectric layers is presented , 
Introduction : 
The Smith chart has been very useful in the solu-
tion of problems using lossless transmission lines 1 
and recently it has been applied to general two termi-
nal-pair networks .~ The use of the Smith chart has 
also been found advantageous in the determination of 
the transmission characteristics of plane electromag-
netic waves in sandwich structuxes,3 It was believed 
that the Smith chart might be found useful in the prob-
lem of plane wave propagation in microwave absorbing 
materials .-4 The purpose of this paper is to indicate 
how the chart might be applied in this problem and to 
solve some sample problems involving one or more layers 
of different dielectrics and conducting films. 
One of the major problems encountered in using the 
Smith chart for a lossy dielectric is the fact that the 
characteristic impedance is a complex number, One 
method of using a complex characteristic impedance has 
been presented .~ A different method is pr esented here 
involving the use of a Carter chart along with the 
Smith chart. 
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Fig. 1 
A Constant Attenuation Circle 
c5I = Jcoth20( y I 
Fig, 2 
A Constant Phase Shift Circle 
OB = J cot2(9y I 
*Much of the work reported here was performed at a 
classified government facility. 
Application of the Smith 'Chart to the 
Design of Microwave Absorbing Materials* 
by D, L, Waidelich 
University of Missouri 
The Complex Character:!-stic Imoedance: 
To develop_ the theory t;or a charts involving a 
complex characteristic impedance, let it be supposed 
that a transmission line short circuited at the re-
f!~:i~;c:n~oLt e:~}o~e~;op~~! tf ;~e c~~~t!n~~;a~t:r1?J 1~ 
The impedance at any point y units from the receiving 
end is 
(1) 
where Z = R + jX. If r = (R/Z0 ) and x = (X/Z0 ), then 
it is possible to show that the locus of constant 
attenuation ( Of y) in the r .,, x- plane is a circle of 
center = (cosQcoth 2 O<. y, sin Q coth 2 b( y) (2) 
and 
(3) 
The details are given in the Appendix. A picture of a 
typical circle is sho\om in Fig. l;and all of the other 
circles of the family will have centers along the line 
OA. 
In a similar fashion the locus of constant ohase 
shift (F3 y) in the r - x plane is a circle of -
center = (sin Q cot 2(3y, - cos Q cot 2(3y) (4} 
and radius = 1 
A picture of a typical circle is shown in Fig. 2, and 
all of the other circles of the family will have 
centers along the line OB, 
The two families of circles as illustrated in 
Figs, l and 2 are exac:t;ly the same as those used in 
(5) 
the usual rectangular impedance charts except that the 
axes on which the centers lie are rotated counterclock-
wise through an angle of Q degrees. Thus in Fig, 3 if 
r I and x I are the axes of the usual rectangular chart, 
the actual axes r and x representing normalized resis-
tance and reactance are rotated clockwise through an 
angle Q as shown in Fig. 3 . The ~nd x are those 
used for a system having a complex characteristic im-
pedance of angle Q, 
X' X 
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Fig. 3 
The two sets of axes or a rectangular impedance chart• 
The usual rectangular impedance chart suffers from 
the disadvantage of requiring an infinite half plane for 
displaying all of the necessary impedance points , All 
of these impedance points can be displayed within a 
circle of finite radius by use of the transformation' 
th.9.t changes the rectangular impedance chart into the 
Smith chart. As shown in the Appendix the r axis of 
Fig, 3 becomes the circle of center 
(D, cot Q} 
and radius __ l _ 
J sin Qj 
V 
_, 
(O, Cot. e) 
., 
Fig. 4 
u 
(6) 
(7) 
The circle corresponding to the r axis of Fii;ure 3. 
Radius = TsinJr 
79 
on the u - v plane of the Smith chart where,<> = u + j v, 
This circle is shown in Fig. 4, and the points - 1, o, 
+l on the u- axis correspond to the points o, 1,--of 
the Smith chart. As the angle Q approaches zero the 
circle approaches the u axis. As g· approaches ninety 
degrees the circle becomes one of unit radius about the 
or_igin as a center. In a similar manner the x axis of 
F-1.g. 3 becomes the circle of center 
{D, - tan O) 
and radius 1 
(8) 
(9) 
on the u - v olane of the Smith chart . Th i s circle is 
sho\-m in ~ig_- 5. As the angle G approaches zero, the 
circle approaches a circle of unit radius about the 
origin. As the angle O ::1pproaches ni:1.ety degrees , the 
circle approaches the u - axis . 
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Fig. 5 
The circle corresponding to the x axis of Fi gure J. 
Radius = 1 
icosei 
Fig. 6 
The bi-polar or Carter chart. 
The chart'' described by the circles of (6), (?), 
(8) and (9} is shO\-m in Fig. 6. The chart might be 
called the bi- ;-1olar 1 or Carter 1 chart and from this 
b~~~!r o~h!~t ~hi;h~:~e~h!;t~i!~e b:v!1I:~r:d c~~:;cI~!1y :p 
In the usual rect1ngular chart , points at a constant 
distance from the origin become circles crossing the 
u axis of Fig, 5 at right angles. In the Appendix it 
is shown that these circles have a center 
( a
2 • 1 , ) 
a2 - 1 ) 0; 
and a radius 2a 
(10) 
(11) 
These are the circles of Fig, 6 orthogonal to the 
circles of (6), (7), (8) and (9). Notice that a = 0 
is the point { -1) on the u-axis, while a COC) is the 
point (+1) on the u- axis. Also a = 1 is the v ::i.xis . 
With the C'.9.rter chart of Fig, 6 available plus a Smith 
chart, it is possible to solve problems involving com-
plex characteristic impedances, 
In the actu:.i.l use of the charts it w:i.s found that 
superimposing the Carter chart on the Smith chart was 
advantageous and one attempt at this is shown in Fig , 7 , 
Since the phase shift circles (4) and ( 5) are the same 
as. those of the Smith chart, the wavelength graduations 
on the chart may be usP.d without change. Similarly the 
at,tenuation circles of (2) and (3) are the same as 
those of the Smith chart. For attenuation it is con-
v~nient to know that the attenu:.i.tion circles cross the 
r 1 axis at cothKy and tanh Ky. 'l'o obtain c< y, let w = 
the change in wavelengths, Then 
0:Y =(+) ((ly) = (-ff-) 2,rw. (12) 

Fig. 7 
Cart e r chA.rt superimposed upon a Smith chart . 
Annlic3.tion to Ab sorb i:tg Hate rials : 
The constants~ of materials suit!3.ble for mic rowave 
absorbi:tg materi1l may be expressed in terms of a con-
plex perr:ieability and a com:i lex pe r mittivity. Using 
HKS tmits the permeability ,/"- is 
)'-= l'-o (JL' - j r') = j'-0 )'-'( 1 - j tan $_,,.) (13) 
where jl'-0 :: 4 'Tl" X 10- ? 
~ 11 : r::!1~:;; 
t'ln ~P.:: (J,t''/JJ-1 ) :: magnetic dissipation factor 
In a sir:tilar manner, the permittivity E. is 
€. = E: 0 ( E. 1 - j E=.11 ) =£ 0 € 1 (1 - j tan )€ ) (14) 
where ~ p ;;~~6 "J:~tx o}0~:r:nalized permittivity 
€ 11 = imagil1.ary part of norualized permittivity 
tan <iE: = (6" / £ 1 ) = electric dissipation factor 
Assune also th'.lt plane electromagnetic uaves are inci-
dent normally on a plane surface of the dielectric u 
absor bing mate rial. Then a transmission line analogy 
may be used and the i ntrinsic impedance of the 
dielectric is 
G -;r}'-o}'--,~(-l ___ j_t_an~)-,,_-c)-_ 
- j tan~£) -(·r;-: T.\: 12._ 
The proprtf;ation cons t ant of the dielectric is 
o(• j /'.l = LfJ. = 
where uJ = 2 1T'f = 2 tr( frequency). 
Fro• ( 15) and (16) : 
= ¥ lcc:S 1'i}() 1(cos 'i._) 
where /I= (1/1/_;,.0 € 0 ) 
C\ =.f¥- ; cos 7Je 
cos ~..fl--
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
( 20) 
As a first example of the use of the charts , 
assume that a single-layer absorber is used with a 
metal backing as shown in Fig . 8. The problem is to 
match t he imnedance of the absorbe r to that of air and 
to de t ermine· the thickness and other constants of the 
a b :;orber necess1ry to accomplish the matching . Assume 
tha t ( S 1/ti(.1) = 5.0 and that tan 'zifa-l = 0 , 0 where the 
subscript 1 is for t he single- layer absorber. From 
(16), (19) and (20), efJ1 = 78 0 7°, ,3..,_ 1 : 22.60, 
Ql = 11 , 3° . The combined chart of Fig. 7 is very use -
ful here, and an outline of the operations performed on 
the chart is shown in Fig, 9 , A series of points on 
t he chart were determined as indicated in Table I. 
The V3.lues of y were obtained by the use of (12) 
and the radius to e -3.ch of t he points A, B, C, •• , G 
from t he center of the circle of Fig. 9, is the dist3.nce 
along t he u axis from the center of the circle to the 
value of coth t(y, The starting point A of Fig. 9 is 
the zero ir.1ped3.:1ce (short circuit) of the perfect con-
ductor , The end point is the point be tween F and G at 
which the s:iiral crosses the r axis wh ich is the circle 
for Q1 = 11-, 3°. This crossing point is 0.261 wave -
length f rom the short circuit and for this noint 
r1 = 3.04 , xi = 0 . 0 • From (A-17) of the APpendix, 
r11 = 2.98, xr' = - 0 . 56 , For match i ng, from (15) and 
(18) 
cos 'i e:. l 
cos 'i; .,.u..1 
or r;;T : ..! 1 cos o0 I/½' r cos~ Eal : 3.04 cos 22 .60 = 0.342 
Table I 
Series of Point s for Figur e 9 
Po i nt (wavelengths) °' y coth cx,y 
A o.oo 0 . 0000 
B 0 . 05 0 . 0628 15 . 97 
C 0.10 0 . 1257 8 . 00 
D o . 15 0 . 1885 5 .37 
E 0.20 o. 2513 4.06 
F 0 , 25 0 . 3142 3 , 29 
G 0 , 30 0 . 3770 2. 78 
(21) 
Ao r 
J-l o, &0 
D1e1ectr1c 
JJ'.,, ton sJl. 1 
e'1 , ton 6 61 
L,_J 
Fig . 8 
Perfect 
cond uc-tor 
Structure of a single-laye r absorber, 
Using the above values for ,:Pi, /'J.,e.i, Sp.1 and ~Eal, 
f.>11' : 18 , 64 wavelengths . Now /31 L1 : 0.261 wavelengths 
so ( L]./ A ) = OIJ877 . The wavelength ), is t hat of a plane 
wave in f ree space. 
If the loss in the dielectri c is very low ( (3 1/ o( 1 
very high) the spiral of Fig . 9 approaches the center 
of the circle very slowly. Each time the spiral inter-
·sects the r axis (Q1 = constant) another solution re-
sults. The solution with the thinnest dielectric, h ow-
ever , is t he first solution, i.e ., the same one as 
shown in Fig. 9. If, on the other hand, the loss in 
tt'.e dielectric is very high ( (3 1/ o<. 1 very low) the 
spiral of Fig . 9 approaches the center of the circle 
very quickly o The approach may be so fast that no 
intersection with the r - axis exists and so no solu-
tion exists . Hence , if the loss in the dielectric is 
made too high, no solution results , 
Since in transmission l ines two quarter wave l ength 
transformer s in tandem have a wider band width than one 
transformer, it follows probably that a two- layer die -
lectric should have a wider band width t han a single-
layer one. Similarly 1' an- layer d i electric should have 
3. wider band width than a (n-1) - layer one . The cross 
section of a two layer dielectric is sh0t-m in Fig . 10. 
Assume for the f irst layer that (,3 1/ o<.1 ) = 10 . 0 , 
C 
B 
Fig. 9 , 
Diagram of a chart showi ng solution for a 
s i ngle-l ayer absorber . 
tan ~A = O. O, and ~l L1 = 0.17 wavelength. Pig. 11 
shows the outline of the combined chart of Fig . 7 for 
the first layer. The point A at the start represents 
the short circuit of the perfect . conductor . The point 
B at the end represents the position of the interface 
between the first and second dielect r ics . For the 
point B, r' = + 0 .46 and x/ = +l. 73 • The angles are 
calculated as efJ1 = 84. 290 , 8 61 = 11,420 and 01 = 
5.710 . From (A- 18) 
r : +0.286, X = t l. 77, ( 23 ) 
( (3 2/F:~/~e5~~c~~~ {:~e{ as; u~~O~nfh~tc;P~ ; -~8 .?o, 
':-2 = 22 . 6° and Q2 • ll.'j8 , The r and x for the fi rst 
layer as given in ( 23) must be changed into a new r and 
x fo r the second layer by using the ratio (n1/n2) . Thus 
the new r and x are 
·r = (0.286)(~)= ( 0.286)(2 , 0) = 0 .572 
(24) 
x = (l .77)(nJ.!n2 ) = (l.77)(2.0) = 3 .54 
From (A- 17) , r '= 1.253 and x' = 3 . 358. This point is 
shown as the starting point in Fig . 12 . The end point 
is obtained at the crossing point of the spiral with 
the 02 = 11.30 circle , At this end point r' = 6.7 , 
x ' = - 1.3 . F rom (A- 18), r = 6.8 , x = 0 , 0 . For 
matching from (21) 
ao 
r,;:; = 1 -v~ v~o - 0 . 1533 (25) 
and if r 2 : LO, £ 2 = 42 . 6, Also n2 : : 0 . 1473, 
n1 = 2(0 . 1473) = 0.2946 , 
ffl = ( 0 .2946) 1~~~0~1.420 = 0 , 2975 (26) 
If .,Mi = LO , E: \ = 11.25 , From (22) f3J:A = 3 , 36 and 
since /3 1~ = 0 .17, (11/ ,A) = 0 , 0506 . S milarly 
f §t7~s~ · Th! t:~~ia~!r a:e 
summa r ized in Table II . Non- magnetic dielectrics were 
assumed in this particular example although tan S_.,,i,,.. 
could b e assumed not zero and. fa-' greater than one with-
out any additional troub l e . The extension of this 
method to three or more layers is immediate. 
A,r 
}10,£0 
second First 
01erectr1c D1e 1ectr1c 
_}L1Z,tan sj.lt 
et, ton Set 
.J-111, t an s.J-1, 
e:, t an s61 
Fig . 1 0 
Perfect 
conauctor 
St r ucture of a double-layer absorber . 
Fig. 11 
outline of chart for the first layer. 
Fi g . 12 
out l ine of chart for the second layer . 
Conduct ing films on top of one d ielectric layer 
or betwe €'n two dielectric layers such as layers one 
a nd t wo of Fig . 10 may also be used to help in ab -
sorbing the plane waves, To indicate how such a 
film mi g ht be included i n the calculations , suppose 
that a conducting film were placed on top of a 
sing le layer such as that of Fig . 8 . The problem is 
to find the characteristics of the conducting layer 
so that matching occurs . Assuming n1 = 0 . S . 

Table II 
Results for tte two-laver absorber 
,~asre r I ,1-1.' "-' tan r t1 tan f _ 1 / A 
~i r st I 1. 0 11. 2, o.o 0 .202 0 . 0,06 
T 
:iecond 1.0 1,2 . 6 o.o o . Ul6 0 . 00708 
tan ~,::1= 0 . 0 , ( f31/ 0\ 1 ) = 10 . 0 and 13111 = O.li wave -
g~~tff t~es4~~~~, Ft g~, 11!• 1r:4 ;o Q~n~ 5: ?~o • !~d 
then r = +0 . 286 and .x = +l. 77, The normali zed ad-
mittance Y1 of t he dielectric i s then 
Y1 = o .$t o J 86 +Ji. 77 , o . 17e J1.103 (27) 
ThP. normaliz ed admittance Yr of t h e conducting film 
plus Yi must equal 1. 0 + j0 , 0 if matching is to be 
accomplished . Then 
Yr = 0 . 822 + jl.103 ( 28) 
The actual i mpedance of the required conducting fi lm 
~:, ( 164 - j220) ohms for a s q uare meter , Assuming }l,t = 1 , 0 , from {18) , t.]. = 4 . 0tl and from {22}, 
"3 1 A= 2.0J . Then (11/ /1 ) = 0.0837 , 
Conclusions : 
- Th i s paper presents a method uti liz ing the Sm i th 
and the Carter cha r ts by which the constants of lossy 
dielectrics and conductini:; films may be determined so 
t!:at matching may occ ur at the one frequency selected. 
,~o info~•mation has been presented , hoHever , on the 
con:panion p r oblems of optimizing the absorbing struc -
ture in particul ar directions such as those of tr.ick-
ness , weight o r band wi dth 'i- or of synthesiz.ing' "the 
lossy dielectrics and conduct i ng films needed, 
.4ppendix 
Equations of the Ci rcle Diagram 
F'rom (1) : 
rt+ jX = (Z0 cos Q + jZ0 sin B) t a nh (C(+jf3}y {A. - l) 
(z0 cos 9 +jZ sin 9 l("sinh2 o< y + j sin2 d y'] 
0 cosh2 C( y + cos2 (3 y / 
1sormaliz i ng (A -1 ) and separatinG r ea l a nd ima t inary 
perts : 
r = B.._= cosQsinh2 ti( y - sin9sin2 @y 
Z0 cosh2 0,, y + cos 2 ~ y 
(A - 2) 
.x = = sin9sinh2 d..y + cos9 sin2 ~ y 
20 cosh2 o<;y + cos2 ~ y (A - 3) 
Prom {A - 2) and (A - 3): 
cosh2 0( y + cos2 (3y = ;;~;Hx sinS = ~;n~[;,~ + 
F'rom the middle and r i ;;ht hand parts of (A - 4) : 
( - r sin9 + x cos9) 2 cosh2 2 (f..y + (r cos9 + .:-:: sinQ)2 
cos2 2 (3 y = r 2 + x2 
From t he left and risht hand parts of (A - 4) : 
( - r sinQ + x cosQ) 2 cosh2 2 r,(_ y 
(>- - 5) 
sin2 2 (3 y - 2( - r sinQ + x cosQ)sin2 {3, ycos2 (.3 y 
+ ( - r sinB + x cos9) cos22 (3 y U - 6) 
Eliminating cash 2 v<., y between (A - 5) and (A - 6) ::; ives 
( A- 7) 
Now let D= /Ji - r 2 - x2)2+ 4(-r sinQ+x cosG_D½ 
c:: [(l ;- r2 t- x2)2 - 4-(r cos9+ x !k~~r½ 
Then from (A-7) and (A-6): 
sin2,.Sy = ~( - r sinQ+ x cosQ) 
cos2Sy = i<l - r 2 - x2 ) 
From (A-4-), (A-9) and (A-10): 
sinh2"(y= ~(r cosQ+ x sinQ ) 
cosb2t)("y = !(l + r2+ x2) 
tanh2&\.Y= 2(r(fo;9~ ~!)Q) 
(A- 9) 
(A-10) 
(A-11) 
(A-12) 
(A- 13) 
Suppose now that(i:< Yjis as sUJned constant . From (A-13): 
(r _ cosQcoth2Ky)2 + (x - sinQcoth2o<y) 2 :::: sinb~2 o,::y 
(A-14-) 
This i s a circle of center and radius as indicated 
in (2) and (3), 
Now assume that ({5y) is constant. From (A - 7) : 
(r - s1n9cot2 (2 y) 2 + (x + cos9cot2/Sy) 2= --'l'>---
s1n22 /l y 
(A-15) 
This is a circle of center and radius as indicated in 
(4-) and(5). 
The transformation 6 that will convert the usua l 
rectangular impedance chart into the Smith Chart is 
z 1 - l 1+ P 
_P=z ,+l or z 1•~ (A-16) 
where z 1 = r' -+ jx 1 and p :: u + jv . The r 1 and x 1 
are the real and imag inary parts of the impedance z 1 
of the re ctan3ular chart, while u and v are the real 
s!~~~s C~ri~e ~~~1 ;~8~3ber (° used in 
r 1 = r cosQ + x sinQ 
x 1 = - r sinfl + x cos9 
r =r'cos '1 - x 1 sinQ 
x-= r 1 sinQ + x 1 cosQ 
From (A-16) and ( A-17) : 
(A-17) 
(A- 18) 
z'::: r'+ jx '.= (r cosQ-+x sin9) + j(-r sin9-+x cosQ) 
=µL= (l+uj+Jv 
..1. - p (1 - u - jv (A-19) 
Eliminate r from (A-19): 
(~ - s1~9 + x J 2 + (v - s!n0°.;'.\ } 2 = ( s1n9 x )2 
(A - 20) 
For the r axis, x ,:=: 0 and {A- 20) becomes 
u2 +- (v - cot9)2 = rs-rk-z-- (A -21 ) 
This is a circle on t he u-v plane with the center 
g iven by (6) and the radius of (7). Eliminating x 
from (A-19 ) : 
(~ - __ r __ )2 + (:+ ~ ') 2 - l 
cos9+- r cos9 + r _ - (cosQ + rF 
(A - 22) 
For the x axis, r == 0 and (A- 22) becomes 
(A- 2 3) 
This ia a circle on the u - v nlane with the center 
g iven by ( 8 ) and the radi us by (9) , 
Assume on a rectangular chart such a s Fi rr , 3 that 
f.rb~r(i~i9) radius a exists about the ori g in. 
and 
r ' + jx' = ~l + u~ + jv 
1 - u - jv 
From (A- 24-) and (A-25): 
a2= r'2+ x •2_ (1+ u)2+ v2 
- ( l - u) 2 + v2 
or (~ -:~~ f)2 + v2 == 
\.: (a2 • 1)2 
( A- 24-) 
(A-25) 
(A - 26) 
(A- 27) 
This is a family of circles with center and r adius 
g iven by (10) and ( 11). 
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In recent years the high apeed perforaance and accuracy demanded of 
a111tary applications and industrial process•• have placed 1ncreu1Dg 
emphaais on the dynamic characteriatica of control ayateaa. Bovever, 
aystem deaign 1• aoat effective vb.en both steady-stat• and tranaient 
performance apecificationa can be realized. Ordinarily the deaigner 
vorka .tran the open-loop to the oloi·ed•loop, 1.e., trial and error mocll- · 
flcatiom are made to the 1'1xed portion .of the aystea untll a ccapenaa-
tion network 1a found that eventually lead• to an acceptable cloaed• 
loop pertol'II.Allce. In contrast, another approach, aynthea-1.• 1 proceed• 
.tree the oloaed-loop apeoiticationa to an appropriate open-ioop ayat•, 
which upon oloaure ot the feedback »a.th, aatistiea the speo1f1cat1ona. 
'l'he methods of OU1lleminl and Aaron2 accomplish this tranaition, but not 
vi thout dlfficulties and ccap11cat1ona which arise .f'rClll the tact that a 
closed-loop transfer :tunotion JIIU• t be selected that slmultaneoualyr 
(1) emlblts a pole-zero excess equal to or greater than the excess of 
the tlxed portion of the aystem, qd (2) satistiea a set ot closed-loop 
speo1t1cat1ona. Recently AaeltineJ introduced an inverse-root locua 
method that graphically detel"Jllines the open•loop pole location• .tram a · 
given closed-loop pole•sero cont'1gurat1on. However, none ot theae 
methods provldea a simple procedure lndlcating hov a closed-loop trana-
ter tunction can be formulated directly tram a detailed aet ot tranaieat 
and ateady-state spec1ticat1ona. _ 'l'hi• paper present• a quick and accurate 
aethod ot synthesizing a linear, continous, unity-teeclback syatem 1'r• a 
set ot spec1t1cationa that el1a1nates the above disadvantages. Attention 
1• contined to a type I system that 1• coapenaated by an RC realizable 
transter 1'unct1on. To be RC realizable, the poles ot this tunotion1111at 
be silllple on the negative real axis, the origin and 1ntin1ty excluded, 
1.e., its pole-zero excess JIIU• t be equal to or greater than zero• 
THEORY OP THE METHOD 
Tel"Dlinology pertinent to the propoaed aethod ot aynthesls la lndl• 
cated in Pigure l; features ot the method are u tollova: 
l. A progression trc:a a set ot oloaed•loop pertol'lll8Doe apeoltlca-
tiona to an appropriate open-loop tranater, t'unctlon. 
2. A rapid and accurate tol"IIIUlation 1'rca a set ot apecltloatlona or 
a closed-loop transfer t'unction C(a)/R(a) not dependent upon the 
pole-zero exceaa ot the tixed portion ot the system 82(a). 
). Bl.1111nat1on ot graphical prooedurea to detel"Dllne the pol•• ot the 
open-loop tranater tunction G(a)• 
*C •. R. Bauaenbauer 1a vith the Un1Ters1ty ot Arizona, 'l'uoson, Arizona 
*G. v. Lago la vlth the University ot Missouri, Columbia, Misaourl 
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A simple criterion which assures that the nonzero poles of G(s) 
are always on the negative real axis. 
A criterion for placing a pole of G(s) at a particular frequency 
to obtain a simplified compensation transfer function Gi{s). 
Incorporation of the G2(s) pole-zer.o excess requirement in a 
modified compensation transfer i'unction Gi,(s) as the fina.1 step 
of the procedure. 
In most cases an elimination of steady-state an~ transient 
response veritioation o~ the closed-loop specifications. 
Of these seven feat'Ul"es, the first five are realizable with the 
simple idealized system in Figure l(A), idealized in the sense that G1(s) 
is not required to have a pole-zero excess equal to or greater than zero. 
Features six and seven are realized with the modified system in Figure 
l(B), in which the modified compensation transfer :function Gi{s) has the 
necessary pole-zero excess equal to or greater than zero tor it to be RC 
realizable. 
Figure l(C) indicates the significance of this division of the features 
into distinct parts. The Bode plot for G(s) represents the steady-state 
frequency response characteristic of an open-loop transfer function, which 
upon closure of the feedback path meets the steady•state and transient 
perrormance specifications, regardless or the nature and cOJuplexity or the 
fixed portion of the system. Ordinarily a relatively Sll11ple tom. for G(s) 
will meet a wide variety of closed-loop specificationse The curve for the 
modified open-loop transfer function G1 (s) is identical to the one for G(s) 
from~ equal to zero up to some frequency above the crossover frequency. 
The deviation from the latter curve at high frequencies represents the 
action of the poles that must be added to G1Cs), as a consequence of the 
pole-zero excess of G2(s), for G1(s) to be RC realizable. Use is made of 
the fact that the higher the frequency at which the deviation of the curves 
occurs, the smaller will be the effect of the added poles on the closed-
loop performance of the system. As a result, consideration of the com-
plex! ty of G2 ( s) can be delayed until the ·final step of the synthesis 
procedure, and except in a marginal situation, there is no need to deter-
mine the roots ot the modified characteristic equation. 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE METHOD 
To arrive at a workable method of synthesis that incorporates the 
features noted above, simple correlations are required between open-loop 
poles and zeros on the one hand, and closed-loop performance specifica-
tions on the other. Since GJ_(sJ, or Gi(s) as appropriate, is to be RC 
realizable, criteria must be established to assure that the nonzero poles 
of G(s) are on the negative real axis for a prescribed set of closed-loop 
specifications . The specifications considered are: 
1. Kv = velocity constant 
2. BW = 0.707 bandwidth 
J. ¥=per cent overshoot to a unit-step-input 
4. tr= 10% - 90% rise time 
5. td = 50% delay time 
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To provide a means of expressing these specifications in a form suitable to 
comparing systems having a complex conjugate pair of poles with an arbitrar~ 
undamped angular frequency of Wn rad/sec, it is convenient to express trans• 
fer functions in terms of the normalized complex frequency p = s/w = x+jy. 
In effect, this transformation contracts alls-plane pole-zero positions by 
the factor 1/wn. Accordingly, the coordinates of the p-plane are nondimen-
sional, and to the variable p there corresponds normalized time t• • wnt, 
also nondimensional. The closed-loop specifications ~n normalized termi-
nology become: (1) Kv/Cl)n, (2) BW/CAlzi, (3) Y %, (4) t~ s ea,ntr, and 
(5) td = wntd• In many situations a high value of normalized velocity 
coqstant Kv/wn is desirable to assure that the steady-state error for a 
velocity input is small. Boise considerations and mechanical resonance ot 
dynamical elements external to the feedback path require that an upper 
limit be placed on system bandwidth. This limit, together with the desira-
bility of a high Kv/wn, suggested forming the Kv/BW ratio and incorporating 
it as a design criterion in the synthesis procedure. 
Reference 4 presents detailed analyses of several 1'orms of closed-loop 
transfer functions. The prototype of these systems is a simple second-
order system that is successively made more complicated by the inclusion of 
a real zero, a real pole only, and lastly, both a real pole and zero. Of 
the four systems the last one includes all the advantages, and removes the 
disadvantages, ot the first three systems both in regard to incorporating 
the features enumerated in the previous section and realizing an extensive 
variety of transient and steady-state specifications. Accordingly, the 
only closed-loop transfer function to be considered here is the one given 
by 
2 
C(s) . = WnP3 
R( s) zl 
s + Zl , (1) 
where P3, z1, and Wn can be altered as required with the aid of the design 
curves to follow. In terms of the normalized complex frequency p? s/(l)n, 
equation 1 becomes 
.Q.uu. -R{p) 
m p + k 
le -------------
(p + m) (p2 + 2 r p + 1) 
, (2) 
where k = z1/c.i>n, m = P3/(l)n, and '!' is confined to the interval O f 1.0; 
no restriction is placed on the sign or k, but mis only positive to assure 
that equation 2 represents an absolutely stable system. The pole-zero 
configuration or this function is given in Figure 2. The open-loop trans-
fer function G(p) is given by 
G(p) = C(p)/R(p) (3) 
l - C(p)/R(p) 
which upon substitution of equation 2 yields 
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p+k G(p) • m 
i p [ p2+cm+2 r )p + c1 +2r m - m/kD 
=m 
It 
p+k • 
p(p + P4) (p + P5) 
The nonzero poles of G(p) are rea+ when the inequality 
k m 
1 - ( :f -m/2) 2 
ls satisfied; here k :may be negative. The normalized velocity constant 
Ky/~n is obtained by substituting equation 4 in the definition 
a:: lilll p G(p) , 
(&)n p-+ 0 
with the result that 
1 = m • 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
For the assumptions that the closed-loop poles are in the lett•half plane 
and the nonzero poles ot G(p) are on the negative real axis, then m, P4, 
and PS are all positive. Hence, regardless ot the location ot the zero ot 
C(p)/R(p), the normalized velocity constant must be a positiTe quantity. 
Clearly then, fork positive it is necessary that k satiety the inequality 
k .,. m (8) 
1 + 2 :f m 
to assure a positive Kv/0,)n, whereas for negative values ot k, Kv/wn 1• 
always positive. Therefore, if inequality 5 is satisfied to assure that 
the nonzero poles of G(p) are real, then satisfaction of inequality 8 
guarantees two things: (1) the nonzero poles of G(p) reside on the nega-
tive real axis, and (2) Kv/Mn is positive. Fork positiTe, inequalities 
5 and 8 can be combined into 
m m • (9) 
1+2fm 1 - ( :f - m/2) 2 
Figure 3 illustrates the general nature of inequalities 5 and 9 tor j 
considered a constant. In the allowable regions A,B,C, and D, the nonzero 
poles ot G(p) are distinct and reside on the negative real axis, and Kv/~n 
is positive. However, for points exterior to or on the boundaries ot these 
regions, the poles of G(p) are complex conjugates, second-order oq the 
negative real axis, or both poles are not on the negative real axis. 
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Now to each point in an allowable region there corresponds a unique 
closed=lc,op steady~state response as well as a unique transient response 
f oz• a specil'."ied driving !'unction. More speci.fically, in terms o.f system 
speci.fica•tions, there exists a unique positive normalized velocity constant 
given by equation 7, and hence a locus along which Kv/(l)n is a constant. 
These loci are obtained by rearranging equation 7 as 
k= :m ~~-....~-=-CQ:;;"~«-.&--=» t 
l + m (2 f - l ) 
Kv/(l)n 
(10) 
in which 'f' is f'ixed and Kv/Wn is treated as a constant. In region A, 
Kv/c.>n !'alls in the interval 1/2 'f Kv/wn oo tor all positive values 
of m and k~ However in the other regions, it can be sho'Wll that Kv/wn 
is always less than 1/21', w1 th det'ini te restrictions on the values o.f 
m and k • . Since f is normally confined to the interval 0.4 "f .c. 1.0, 
regions B~.c, and D are o:f lesser importance. 0.f the .four regions, region 
A exhibits the most .favorable :features and widest degree o.f .freedom rela-
tive to a system synthesis procedure. As a consequence, the remainder o.f 
the discussion and the desigL curves pertinent thereto are concerned with 
points along loci o.f Kv/(l)n equal to a constant in region A only. For this 
region it should be noted that the zero at (-k) in Figure 2 always resides 
between the real pole and the origin. 
Fo:r• a unit-step-input 1,1,(t), R(s) in equation 1 is 1/s. Using the 
familiar scale change theorem' the closed-loop transient response corre-
sponding to equation 2 is 
c(t• /(l)n) = l + E exp (-mt•} + F [exp (-ft•)] sin (~t• + ~) {11) 
in terms o:t the no1•malized time t' = wnt.. Expressions for E, F, and f// 
are given in Appendix A,. Figure 4 shows several responses for movement 
along a line :for Kv/wn = 10 when 1' = o. 707. For low values of m the 
response has a long delay time and a long-time-constant-tail; these 
features indicate the presence of an open-loop phase lag dipole .in the 
vicinity of the origin of the p-plane. The closed-loop normalized band-
width BW/wn is obtained from 
BW/wn = v 112 , (10) 
where the expression for vis given in Appendix A. 
Figures 5, 6, and 7 set forth a graphical summary of the transient and 
steady-state performance characteristics of the trans:fer .function given by 
equation 2. ~'he curves in these figures were prepared using inequality 9 
and equations 10, 11, and 12. These curves can be used to :form a C(p)/R(p) 
given by equation 2, and hence a C(s)/R(s) defined by equation 1 once a 
va.lu.e of (l)n is decided upon, .from a set of closed-loof specifications. 
Each f~igure p:r•esents curves of r , k, BW/wn, Kv/BWs tr and tc\ versus m 
along & line of. constant Kv/wn when 'J' is fixed at 0.5 or 0. 707. Figure 7 
is concerned with values of m between zero and 0.4; as such, curves in this 
figure are useful for integral dipole compensation. For any point, on any 
curve in all figures, the nonzero poles of G(p) are on the negative real 
axis. 
In these :figures, as m and k approach zero, the r•at 1o m/k app1°oaches 
unity, the pole and zero in e!':fect cancel each ot h er, and the syste.m 
essential.ly reduces to a simple second-order sys t ems To the extreme right 
of the f'igures where mis equal to eight, the r eal pole oi' C(p) / H(p) bas 
only a slight influence on the system perrormance, and the system behavior 
is very similar to ·that of a second-order system with a real zero~ As m 
approaches infinity, the system performance' is preci.sely that oi' a s econd-
order system with a zero.. Aspnptotic values of '1 , lOk, and BW/wn are 
identified in the figures at m = 8.0 by dashed lines. For intermediate 
values of' Dl in the interval. 0-".. m B~o, a very extensive variety of closed-
loop per!'ormance is obtainable. In view o'£ the usual tolerances on system 
peri'ormance specifications, the curves presented here are probably suffi-
cient and representative o.f situations normally encountered with m.in:lmum-
pha.se trans.fer functions, i . e.,, overshoots be tween five and f'or'ty per cent , 
and normalized velocity constants it?- the range o'J: one t o inf:tnityo I t 1.s 
interesting to note that a comparison of the data for :f = 0.707 in 
Figure 6D and Figure 6E .for Kv/Cl.ln equal to ten and infini.ty rE'Hlpect:tvely!r 
reveals that there are no appreciable di.f.ferences in system per f'ormance; 
for higher values of 'f, performance d1£ferences are less pronounced. 
'l'he normalized version of: the idealized series compensation t r ansf er 
function Gi,(p) given by 
GJ.{p) m G{p)/G2(p} (13) 
can be simplified provided one of the nonzero poles of the no1"'malized r1xed 
portion of the system can be incorporated in the expression f 'or the open~• 
loop transfer function G(p) when C(p)/R(p) is forme d t'ram the specifications~ 
For a !'ixed value of :f' and an arbitrary Kv/Ci.>n, the poles of G(p) at (-p4) 
and (-p5), obtained fro~ equation 4, are related to Figure 5~ 6 M.d 7 by 
P4 = ( 'r + m/2) - [< i' + m/2)2 - (1 + 2f'm - m/k)] 1/ 2 (14) 
and 
p5 ( "f + m/2) + [( f + m/2) 2 - (1 + 2 :f m - m/k)] l/2·• (15) 
It is readily shown that the following inequalities apply to the s i tuat:to:n 
considered here: 
0 6 P4 .e:. k P5 oo 
and 
• 
(16 ) 
(17) 
Figure 8A illustrates the general nature of the inequalities in expression 
17 as a .function of m, whereas Figure 8B exhibits the same information as 
pole loci of G(p). Consistent with satisfying a set of closed=loop spec1-
t'1cations within orescribed tolerances, it is often possible to choose 
values of~ and Kv/Wn such that a pole of G(p} can be positioned almost 
anywhere on the negative real axis to coincide with one of the p ol e s of' 
G2(p), and thereby obtain a, simplified G1(p)., Figures 9 and 10, based .on 
equations 14 and 15~ present curves of P4, p~, and k r.or the particular 
case of :f = O. 707 along lines of constant Irv/wn• When used 1.n conjunc~ 
tion with Figures 6 and 7 respectively, it is often possible to quickly 
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torm a C(p)/R(p), to which there corresponds an open-loop transfer function 
G(p) containing a pole that coincides with a pole of G2(p). 
PROCEDURE OF THE METHOD 
The following procedure is well suited to synthesize a system from a 
set of closed-loop specifications and a given fixed portion of the system 
G2(s): 
1. The Kv/BW ratio is used to select an appropriate set of design 
curves and a suitable value of Wn tor the purpose of normaliza-
tion. 
2. The analytical expressions tor C(p)/R(p) and the idealized G(p) 
are formed. 
3. G2(s) is normalized to yield G2(p). 
4. It possible within SP,eci.fications, G(p) of step 2 is altered to 
exhibit a pole of G2(p). 
5-
6. 
The required idealized compensation transfer function is .round 
from Gl(p) • G(p)/G2(p). 
If necessary, poles are added to G~(p) using a Bode plot as a 
guide; this yields Gf.(p) the modi1"1ed compensation transfer 
function. 
Gj_(p) is synthesized as an RC network, and unnormalized with 
p • •/wn to obtain the final compensation network. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
Suppose that the fixed portion of the system is given by 
G2(s) • 16.875 X 103 
s(s+30) (s+l25) 
I 
and that the closed-loop specifications are: 
BW 35 rad/sec 
ICv it 140/sec 
r L 35 per cent 
td .e:.. 0.065 seconds 
(18) 
The specifications require that the ratio Kv/BW be equal to or greater than 
.four. Figure 6D .for Ky/W:q = 10 and ':f = 0.101 exhibits a design ratio 
Kv/BW :: 4.92, a ratio BW/wn 2.03, and overshoots less than thirty five 
per cent for all values of min equation 2. Selecting a design value of 
Kv = 150/sec, then from Kv/Wn = 10, Wn = 15 rad/sec; from BW/wn = 2.03, 
BW • 30.45 rad/sec. Thus the specifications for Kf, BW, and l' can be 
realized by the curves in FiSUfe 6D. Also since td = wntd, then the normal·· 
ized delay time must satisfy td 0.975. The t! curve in Figure 6D 
indicates that this requirement is satisfied provided m~o.70. Therefore 
it is clear, that independent of the complexity of G2(s), a wide variety 
ot transfer :functions described by equation 2 can be formed with an wn = 
15 rad/sec to meet all the above specifications using the curves in 
Figure 6D when m 0. 70. 
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By first normalizing G2{s) with respect town= 15 rad/sec, and using 
Figure 9D it is possible, in this case, to choose a pole of G{p) to 
coincide with a pole of G2(p), and thereby obtain an immediate simplifi-
cation ot G1 {p). Upon normalization equation 18 becomes 
G2{p) = -------
p{p+2) (p+8.3J) 
• (19) 
Equation 4 suggests selecting a value of p5 = 8.33. For this value of p5, 
the curves in Figure 9D yield P4 = 0.0842, k = o.686, and m = 7.0 • .Accord-
ingly equations 2 and 4 become 
£ltl = 10.21 __ p_+ ..... o_., ___ 6~86 _______ _ 
R(p) (p + 7) (p2 + 1.414 p + 1) 
(20) 
and 
G(p) = 10.21 P + 0.686 • (21) 
p(p + 0.0842) (p + 8.33) 
The required idealized compensation transfer function is then found to be 
G~(p) = G(pj = 2.04 (p + 0.686) (p + 2) 
~) p + 0.0842 
• (22) 
For the idealized system of equation 20, the transient response is almost 
identical to the curve form= 8.o in Figure 4. Form• 7.-0, Figure 6D 
indicates an actual overshoot of twenty-two per cent. 
As the final step of the procedure, the plus three pole-zero excess 
requirement of G2(p) must be satisfied to assure an RC realizable compen-
sation transfer function Gj_{p), by adding a pole to G{p), such that the 
resulting modified open-loop transfer function G1 (p) yields a closed-
loop performance within the specifications. A suitable location of p = -12 
for the added pole, while maintaining a normalized velocity constant of 
Kv/~n = 10, is quickly determined with the aid of a Bode plot of the magni-
tude of equation 21 tor G(p). This additional pole decreases the calcu-
lated phase margin of 57.43 degrees, corresponding to the known overshoot 
of 22 per cent, to 51 degrees. This small decrease in phase margin results 
in only a slight increase , in overshoot because phase margins o:t: more than 
45 degrees are usually indicative of overshoots of 30 per cent or less. 
Adding the pole at p = -12 to the idealized open-loop transfer func-
tion G(p) of equation 21, while maintaining both Kv/Wn and the position of 
the zero at p = -o.686, yields the normalized modified open-loop transfer 
!'unction 
G1 (p) • 122.5 p + 0.686 
p {p + 0.0842) (p + 8.33) (p + 12) 
Applying the same technique to equation 22 gives the desired normalized 
modified series compensation transfer function 
(p + o.686) (p + 2> 
(p + 0.0842) (p + 12) 
• 
(23) 
(24) 
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T"ne unnormalized version of this result is 
Gi(s) = 24.48 {s + 10.29) (s + 30) 
(s + 1.263) (s + 180) 
• (25) 
Figure 11 gives a typical synthesis of this result. The indicated ampli-
fication is necessary because the synthesis of a transfer function by 
passive elements can only be realized within a gain constant. Table 1 
lists the closed-loop specifications and makes a comparison with the 
closed-loop pertoI"Jl18llces realized by t he idealized and modified systems. 
Table I 
Comparison of the per.formance r ealized by the idealized and mod1 . .f1ed 
synthesis with the specifications. 
Closed-loop Idealized Modified 
Specifications System System 
BW ..: 35 rad/sec 30.6 33 ... 5 -
Kv z 140 rad/sec 150 150 
>I L 35% 22 25.8 
td "- 0.065 Sec 0.0373 0.0413 
*tr sec 0.0556 0.0546 
*j 0.101 0.701 
* Wn rad/sec 15 16.22 
* Not specified 
The figures for the latter system.are calculated values obtained by closing 
the feedback path on Gj_(p) ot equation 24. Ordinarily this need not be 
done; rather, an estimate of the increase in overshoot is usually satis-
factory end sui'ficiently reliable. For this particular example, the 
modified closed-loop transfer function is 
9J2.1 = 
R(p) 
122~5 Cp + o.686) 
(p + 5.275) (p + 13.62) (p2 + l.52p + 1.17) 
• (26) 
In terms of equation 20 and Figure 2, the zero ~osition is unaltered, a 
new pole appears at p = -13.62, the pole at (-7) moves to (-5.275), and 
the radius vectors to the conjugate poles lengthen and rotate toward the 
imaginary axis. As Table 1 indicates, the added pole tends to produce 
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small increases in bandwidth, overshoot, and delay time accompanied by a 
slight decrease in rise time 'While maintaining a design value of velocity 
constant. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The method of system synthesis presented in this paper ie based on the 
extensive variety or transient and steady-state performance characteristics 
that can be realized with a closed-loop transfer function possessing a 
conjugate pair of poles, a real pole, and a real zero, with the prior assur-
ance that the poles o~ the corresponding open-loop transrer f'unction are on 
the negative real axis. The met hod is direct and quick, and is sut":ficiently 
accurate for many situations normally encountered when unity-~eedback is 
applied. to a minimum-phase type I system. Simplicity of the method is 
achieved by: (1) maintaining a design value 0£ velocity constant, and 
(2) delaying consideration of the pole-zel'O excess or the fixed portion 0£ 
the system G2(s) until the final step o-£ the procedure~ In this way the 
method is essentially independent of the complexity of G2(s), and exc0pt 
in marginal situations, the necessity or ~actoring high degree character-
istic equations is avoided. In addition$ a simpliried RO compensation net• 
work can qften be realized by the expedient of pole cancellation. 
APPENDIX I 
The rolloldng expressions apply to equation 11: 
E= 
F= 
:m - k 
(k - "f' )2 + @2] '/z. 
(m - 1' )2 + p2 J 
' = c i - r2 > 112 
tan-1 _JL 
k -f 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
In regard to bandwidth, the square of the magnitude of equation 2 is 
\
C(jy) 12 = (~)2 -----~-+ ....... f-____ _ 
R(jy) (m2+y2)[(1-y2) 2 +4f2 ,_2] 
• (30) 
The normalized frequency y at which this equation has 
normalized bandwidth BW/~n or the closed-loop system. 
tion on equation 30, and letting 
a value or 0.5 is the 
Imposing this condi-
v = y2 = (BW/wn> 2 (31) 
eventually leads to 
v3 + (m2 + c)v2 + (m2e + d)v - m2 = o, (32) 
-11-
where 
C = 4 f' 2 -2 
and 
d = 1 - (m/k) 2 • 
The desired normalized bandwidth is then obtained from 
BW/Cl.)n = V 1/2, 
where vis the positive root of equation 32. 
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